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We are going green!
Green Division, Banca del Sempione’s new project, is
coming to light. Through this initiative, we intend to
practically demonstrate our commitment to protecting
and respecting the environment and society. Our purpose is also to contribute to making the world a better
place for the benefit of new generations and, at the
same time, carry out our work in an increasingly sustainable way.
We therefore want to be a reference point for all those
customers who are seeking a new way of doing banking
based on mutual respect and transparency within the
business relationship, aimed at achieving sustainable
yield both in terms of risk/return ratio and from a socioenvironmental standpoint.
If you wish to keep up to date with the Bank’s latest
initiatives, please follow our LinkedIn page @Banca
del Sempione SA and visit www.bancasempione.ch!
For questions and info:
greendivision@bancasempione.ch

Investment policy is published quarterly and is subject to change at any
time. Though the contents of this report are based on information deemed
reliable, we cannot assume any responsibility for their completeness
and accuracy nor for the present and especially the future quality of
selected securities.
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MARKET SUMMARY

The year 2020 opens with high equity prices albeit based on little or zero earnings growth recorded in 2019.
In this respect, a rebound in earnings growth in 2020 would lead to a rise in stock prices associated with a
contraction in valuation multiples.
In particular, overperformance is expected from Emerging and European markets, based on discount valuations,
although mostly related to a weaker USD and a stronger economic recovery – still not so evident so far. This
year’s stock market performances are likely to greatly depend on China and its driving force in both European
and emerging markets.
On the bond front, 2020 began with valuations that were – in historical terms – even higher than those of
equities both in the Eurozone and in the CHF area. The support offered by Central Banks may undoubtedly
prevent heavy bond losses from occurring, but yield forecasts remain at around zero or even slightly below
zero.
Credit and high yield spreads still show some pick-up in yield, even though after the 2019’s rally it has been
reduced to almost its all time lows.
In 2020, we expect to still favour a non-directional approach and/or one able to exploit market illiquidity
through interesting premiums, at least in relative terms.
As far as currencies are concerned, we expect the Swiss franc to be strong, also in light of its failure to
weaken in the recent risk-on context. Furthermore, its trend against the Euro has been quite stable for some
time now, so one can even expect a natural appreciation trend from the Swiss currency. With regard to the
US Dollar, the consensus view to date is that it is substantially weakening, but – in our opinion – a few
doubts still remain on that matter. Overall, emerging currencies are expected to strengthen.
Finally, among geopolitical uncertainties, gold and commodities still offer a significant opportunity for
portfolio diversification and protection. However, in order for a truly solid appreciation trend to take place,
significantly higher inflation forecast and/or a sharper US Dollar weakening trend will be required.
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
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The 2019 scenario

After equity markets collapsed in the last quarter of 2018, the year 2019 started with a U turn performed by
the FED. As a matter of fact, Powell announced a substantial reversal in policy reassuring the markets and
triggering a stock price rise which went on throughout the year. His words were then followed by facts: the
Fed’s balance-sheet slowly started expanding and interest rates were cut three times (August, September
and October) in order for the US economy to stay on the right track. In the third quarter, these cuts were
followed by some sort of quantitative easing which was felt necessary to ease the tensions that had arisen
in the repo market.
Moreover, it shouldn’t be forgotten that also – and above all – issues like the trade war and Brexit kept
traders in suspense. As to the former, the climax was reached in August when Donald Trump announced a new
tariff round on Chinese goods worth up to USD 300 billion (by actually imposing taxes on all the remaining
goods made in China and destined for the US market) whereas, at the same time, Xi Jinping ordered that
purchases of US foodstuffs be suspended. From then on, the relationship between the two leaders gradually
became more peaceful, as they were both aware that a “total conflict” would have a deeply negative impact
on the manufacturing sector of both economies and, more in general, at a global level. Hence, the postponement of further tariffs announced in August and resolved by the Trump administration resulted in the socalled “Phase 1” of the agreement reached in December (which includes a reduction of US tariffs as certain
targets are met and China, on its part, commits to massive purchases of agricultural products made in USA).
As far as Brexit is concerned, Theresa May’s inability to convince Parliament to vote for the agreement
reached with the EU had caused her to resign last 7 June, in favour of the more pragmatic Tory leader, Boris
Johnson. Once he realised he would fail to achieve enough parliamentary votes for a soft Brexit to be approved,
he called for new elections where he took home a thumping victory, which showed once again UK citizens’
determination to leave Europe.
Mario Draghi ended his term at ECB in October. Before leaving, though, he left one last imprinting of his
monetary policy by deciding on an interest rate cut, a new tiering mechanism and a re-activation of
Quantitative Easing. As of November, responsibility was taken on by Christine Lagarde, who seems willing to
follow in her predecessor’s footsteps for now.
As for the SNB, 2019 wasn’t easy, as the Franc was pressured by rising concerns over the trade war and Brexit,
on the one hand, and by the enduring weakness of the Euro, on the other hand. Hence, while maintaining
rates unchanged, the Swiss National Bank opted for the implementation of a more generous tiering mechanism which (partially) relieves Swiss credit institutions from the dead weight represented by negative rates.

Economic outlook
for the new year

Global economy enters 2020 in a climate of moderate optimism: the trade war dispute seems to have been
set aside for a while and the Brexit issue appears to be in the process of being resolved. After all, in the last
quarter 2019, traders looked fed up and less and less reactive to the news about the two matters above. We
are therefore convinced that attention is going to be drawn to fundamentals again, even though there is
still a long road ahead before the two issues are totally resolved: phases 2 and 3 of US-China trade talks and
negotiations for the UK’s orderly exit from the European Union.
The FED will supposedly abstain from monetary policy interventions, whereas the ECB and SNB should be
ending their experiments in ultra-expansionary policy. If there should ever be a new stimulus to the economy,
it is likely to come from the political-fiscal front (see Japan) and, in this respect, Germany is the only
country that could try reversing Europe’s – so far - ill-fated fortunes. Finally, 2020 will also be US election
year: Michael Bloomberg’s decision to enter the race may disrupt a scenario where, until now, Donald Trump
seems to be firmly reconfirmed for a further political office.
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CURRENCY STRATEGY
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Still bullish on
USD appreciation

The US Dollar proves itself to be the highest-carry G10 currency (just like the Norwegian Krone and the
Canadian Dollar). In a negative rate scenario, we believe USD performance will be the main driver for the
currency appreciation. US political elections will undoubtedly be an issue affecting the currency trend next
year. It is however premature to talk about it now. As a matter of fact, the market is not likely to be focussing
on that issue before Q2 2020 and the end of US democratic primaries.
As to the EUR-USD cross-rate, the factors that may lead to depreciation are: European growth declining by
less than 1%, Trump’s imposition of tariffs on imported European cars, and American growth exceeding 2%
and ruling out any further interest rate cuts. Vice versa, the issues that could cause the exchange rate to
appreciate are: German fiscal policy, a soft conclusion of Brexit negotiations and Central Banks’ massive Euro
purchases.

Moderate exposure
to CHF

Throughout 2019, the Swiss franc, the Yen and Gold acted as true “safe havens” in volatile market phases
and as excellent stabilisers of portfolio performances.
We remain bullish on the Swiss Franc, but given the overall positive market conditions, we think it might
undergo a temporary physiological retracement. That is why we suggest remaining moderately invested and
actively working on the position (which may be increased to the 1.10 area of the EUR/CHF exchange rate).

Yen continues
to trend sideways
against USD

Since the beginning of the year, the Yen has maintained a narrow trading range against the Dollar, leaving
the cross rate basically unchanged. The sudden market focus on geopolitical risks last summer at first caused
the Yen to appreciate towards the lower end of the trading range and then to trade back at levels consistent
with rates and implied growth.
The Yen trend is likely to be affected by risk sentiment fluctuations even in 2020. In any case, several structural factors are now suggesting that the USD/JPY cross rate will have to cope with significant obstacles to
exit the 105-115 trading range which has been observed over the last three years.

Take profit
from investing in NOK

At a fundamental level, Norwegian economy remains robust, with good, or even better than other G10
Countries’, valuation ratios. However, its long-term trend is still negative. Hence, after its recovery from its
lows, we suggest taking profit on the whole or partial exposure to the currency. This also because, as everyone
knows, the NOK is tied to oil prices, which, at current levels (Brent = USD 64), appear pretty neutral for the
currency trend. Only a sharp movement, above USD 70 per barrel or below USD 50 per barrel, would probably
have a significant direct impact on the NOK.

Cautious investment
in emerging currencies

Generally speaking, maintaining a long structural position on emerging currencies carries more risks than
opportunities, in our view. For this reason, we suggest taking a cautious approach and waiting for actual
investment opportunities instead of relying on the carry trade. At a geographical level, however, we bet on
Brazil and Russia, whereas we remain neutral with regard to Turkey and bearish on South Africa.
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The bond market
scenario in 2019

If 2018 may be remembered by its low returns, 2019 was a positive year for most asset classes, with a significant downward trend for the main reference rates. Central Banks’ accommodating policies did offset the
economic slowdown.
In the United States, the liquidity introduced by the Fed visibly impacted the market. The US curve steepened
remarkably, thus correcting the inversion occurred in mid-2019. No further measures are expected from the
Central Bank except in case of severe economic deterioration.
We believe the US curve offers some value, but we prefer to partially shift our investment allocation to inflation-linked bonds, considering their discounted valuation levels compared to current price index levels (as
measured by break-even rates) and the Fed’s intention to endure a possible inflation rise without acting on
rates. Such instruments also have hedging purposes against any inflationary surprises that may occur due
to wage pressure and/or deglobalisation.
As far as European bonds are concerned, our bias is still on the downside, as monetary policy intervention
has petered out to make room, albeit slowly, for fiscal policy. Instead, we suggest a tactical approach to
peripheral Europe, where returns, although considerably down in 2019, still remain attractive in a context
of relentless chase for yield.

Caution on corporates

Credit is currently showing high valuations and few opportunities. As a result of soaring yields in late 2018,
credit spreads narrowed significantly in 2019, as they were also favoured by new expansionary policies implemented by the main Central Banks. We therefore recommend a cautious, selective approach, as we deem their
return profile to be more skewed to the downside than in previous years (if we also take into account current
corporate debt levels).
In contrast, we reiterate our preference for legacy tier 1 bonds (disco and cms), interest rate-linked structures,
from which we expect liability management transactions in the course of 2020. The subordinated financial
bond sector is also interesting, as it is crucial for European investors that want stay invested in investment
grade issuers and add value to their bond portfolio.

A more favourable
outlook for
emerging bonds

Unlike corporates, the emerging market is in a better position given the little room for manoeuvre developed
countries’ Central Banks have. Indeed, the downward inflation trend, noticeable in several Countries, may
build a case for interest rate cuts (except for particular situations, such as Argentina).
In the past, the main risks related to the emerging bond market were often linked to a weak local currency,
often due to the US Dollar’s strength across the board. We rule this out as a threat for emerging Countries
in coming months. Besides, we believe today investors are more aware of hard currency risks, as shown
following the Argentina and Turkey issues occurred recently.
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EQUITY STRATEGY

Equity markets’
scenario

2019 will be remembered as one of the best years ever as far as equity investment is concerned, but also
and above all one where the bull market was the least convincing according to traders. In fact, asset managers
at a global level have – on average – underweighted equity investment in portfolios, which were marked by
steady outflows all year long. Actually, as a result of to the constant threat of Brexit and the trade war in
addition to the memory of a disastrous fourth quarter 2018, being fully invested wasn’t an easy task. As a
matter of fact, the fear of missing out (FOMO), i.e. investors’ attitude of chasing, instead of anticipating,
equity trends, was often mentioned. Hence, quite many of them found themselves purchasing just because
reference benchmarks had gone up.
Therefore, after recording -10% in 2018, the MSCI World index reached +20% at year-end. As a result, if
analysed together, the extremely positive performances of this past year may be not that impressive. In
other words, if added together and then spread over two years, such equity performances come down to an
annualised +6%, in line with +6.5%, which is the average performance achieved by equity markets on an
annual basis from the 1970s to the present day.

The fundamentals
supporting the stock
indices’ rise

The performances recorded in the past two years reflect both statistical and fundamentals data: first of all,
the shift implemented by central banks from a mini tightening cycle in 2018 (end of QE in Europe and rate
hikes in the US) to a new expansionary phase in 2019 (re-start of European QE and US rate cuts).
Secondly, earnings growth was about 2% in addition to a further 2% increase in dividends on an annual
basis.
Finally, as far as multiples are concerned, they remained all in all unchanged from the beginning to the end
of the period under review. In particular, with regard to the most representative market in the world, i.e.
S&P 500, after reaching a peak of 23X P/E in January 2018, valuation ratios first fell to 16X in December
2018, and then went back up to their historical average of about 21X towards the end of 2019.

The growth-driving
sectors in Switzerland

Due to overall scepticism and trade war uncertainties, the best performing sectors at a global level were
consumer staples, insurance and utilities, among which Nestlé and Zurigo are worthy of notice in Switzerland.
Consistently, the SMI is worthy of mention among the best performing stock indexes at a global level, whereas
great disappointment came from the Emerging markets (still far from the early 2018 highs).
In general, at a sector level, the market snapshot is well represented by the gap between the services sector
SMEs (still in expansion) and manufacturing SMEs (acting as a measure of cyclicals, mostly below the 50
threshold).

The market outlook
for early 2020

In the Western world, the US, European and Swiss markets appear relatively well-priced and, in our view,
there could hardly be further support to prices from valuation multiple expansion. Hence, performances will
be driven solely by earnings growth and dividends.
Finally, for diversification purposes at a regional level, we believe emerging markets as well as Japan may
be taken into account again, specifically Japanese small caps, probably the asset class that has been most
affected by the trade war issue. At a sector level, instead, we reiterate our positive view on semiconductors,
while we avoid bond proxy stocks (staples and utilities) due to their valuations.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

Goals
In a world characterised by increasingly squeezed yields expected for traditional risk categories (shares and
bonds) and by more and more frequent market shocks, the objective set by Banca del Sempione’s asset
management is to achieve a real growth in capital in the medium-long term. To achieve this result we use
the most advanced and innovative techniques accompanied by the healthy values of a Swiss tradition and
culture which within the area of asset management can rely on people with an excellent level of professionalism.

Investment Philosophy
Our investment philosophy is based on five main principles:
•
•
•
•
•

Composition of profits
Drawdown reduction
Discipline of the method, rather than “passivity” of the method
Reduction of cognitive and emotional biases
Limited presumption of market timing

Specifically, a reduction in drawdowns (i.e. negative fluctuations in asset values) combined with capitalisation of profits (defined by Einstein as the eighth wonder of the world), allows for triggering a snowball
effect, through which profits are generated on profits, resulting in growth of invested capital over the
medium-long term.

Portfolio Structure
Maximum investment limits (%)

Investment Profile

Risk category

Cash

Investment
Grade Bonds
(>=BBB-)

Income

Low

100

100

0

0

5

15

Income Plus

Medium-low

50

100

15

15

15

15

Dynamic

Medium

30

100

20

30

25

25

Balanced

Medium-high

30

80

20

50

25

25

Growth

High

30

50

20

75

30

25

Equity

Very high

30

50

20

100

30

25

* Non-directional funds, total return funds, funds of funds
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Non Investment
Grade Bonds
(<BBB>)

Other
Equities Funds*

Currency
Diversification

The limitation of drawdowns via compounding of profits – defined by Einstein as the eighth wonder of the
world – permits the accrual of profits on profits, triggering a snowball effect that results in growth of
capital invested in the long term. The main innovation of this approach is in the way of limiting losses: in
the past, portfolio volatility was offset by investments in instruments considered to be free of risk, namely bonds. Today, the protection offered by such instruments is mostly limited, while in the medium/longterm, traditional investment in bonds could even increase portfolio risk, especially if we consider that over
the recent period, stocks and bonds have increased in perfect harmony.
In our opinion, the implementation of systematic strategies allows for portfolio risk reduction and profit
achievement whilst protecting invested capital, even in difficult markets. Due to their cold and mechanical
approach, these strategies sharply mitigate the emotional component that drives and influences investment decisions and are based on the concept that it is preferable to participate in market trends rather
than anticipate a shift or change in trend. On this basis, market prices are the best indicators of the current
trend. As opposed to traditional ones, systematic strategies may also participate in market price downturns
and, combined with a more traditional fundamental analysis approach, are able to offset sharp downward
shifts such as those of 2008 or 2011.
In essence, common sense, systematic behaviour and discipline in making investments are the bases on
which we build the portfolios of our clients.
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TACTICAL ASSET ALLOCATION

Allocation by asset class

Income
Cash
Bonds
Equities*
Alternative instruments

Cash

5
90
–
5
100

Bonds
Equities
Alt. instruments

Asset classes

Income Plus
Cash
Bonds
Equities*
Alternative instruments

Cash

10
71
8
11
100

Bonds
Equities
Alt. instruments

Asset classes

Dynamic
Cash
Bonds
Equities*
Alternative instruments

Cash

8
62
16
14
100

Bonds
Equities
Alt. instruments

Asset classes
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Balanced
Cash
Bonds
Equities*
Alternative instruments

Cash

11
49
23
17
100

Bonds
Equities
Alt. instruments

Asset classes

Growth
Cash
Bonds
Equities*
Alternative instruments

Cash

7
44
32
17
100

Bonds
Equities
Alt. instruments

Asset classes

Equity
Cash
Bonds
Equities*
Alternative instruments

Cash

3
0
97
0
100

Bonds
Equities
Alt. instruments

Asset classes

* Part of equity allocation is hedged with index options or futures
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